Abstract
Introduction
Numerous scientific databases (ScDBs) are used to archive and, retrieve data describing scientific objects, such as proteins, DNA sequences, crystallographic structures, and scientific experiments. Some archival ScDBs are maintained as flat files, using various notations, possibly augmented with some indexing methods. For example NCBI's DNA sequence database, Genbank, is represented using the ASN.l notation [21] . Such systems do not provide support for ad hoc queries or flexible data browsing and exploration. Other ScDBs are developed using commercial relational database management systems (DBMSs). For example the Genome Sequence Database (GSDB) at the National Center for Genome Resources, Sante Fe, is implemented using Sybase. Since relational constructs cannot be used for directly representing scientific objects and experimental procedures, these objects and procedures are usually represented in a relational ScDB by disconnected tuples that are scattered among multiple tables. The complexity of such representations makes the development and maintenance of large relational ScDBs error-prone and timeconsuming processes. Object-oriented and object-relational DBMSs address some of these problems, but are often less robust and/or provide more limited query facilities than relational databases. An account of some of the problems encountered when developing an ScDB using such an objectoriented DBMS may be found in [14] . Consequently numerous ScDBs continue to be developed using commercial relational DBMSs.
An alternative approach is to implement object wrappers for files and relational databases, allowing users and applications to interact with ScDBs via object-oriented interfaces, while insulating them from the underlying systems. This approach underlies the OPM data management tools which allow specifying, querying, and manipulating ScDBs using an object-oriented data model, the ObjectProtocol Model (OPM) [9] , while implementing the ScDBs using commercial relational DBMSs. OPM has similarities with other object-oriented and semantic data models (e.g., [2, 163) in supporting classes, inheritance, and (regular and derived) attributes, and in addition has constructs specifically designed for modeling scientific data and experiments. The OPM data management tools provide facilities for (1) defining and modifying OPM schemas; (2) automatically generating relational database definitions and procedures from OPM schemas, including procedures for maintaining constraints (e.g., referential integrity constraints) and for implementing OPM retrieval and update methods; (3) browsing, data entry, and querying databases in terms of OPM constructs. The OPM tools have been used to develop several ScDBs, including the Genome Database (GDB) at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine,l the Primary Database of the German Human Genome Research Center in Berlin? the Electronic Notebook for the Spectro Microscopy Collaboratory at the Advanced Light Source Beamline 7 at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab? and the EvenUSTAR database at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at the Brookhaven National Lab. 4 Further details regarding these tools, including examples of ScDBs developed using OPM, can be found at http://gizmo.lbl.gov/opm.html.
In this paper, we describe a retrofitting tool for constructing and maintaining OPM views on top of existing ScDBs, and discuss our experience with applying this tool to several large production ScDBs. For ScDBs developed with the OPM data management tools, the OPM retrofitting tool allows maintaining multiple ScDB views. For ScDBs that have not been developed with the OPM tools, the OPM retrofitting tool provides these ScDBs with semantically enhanced OPM views, and facilitates database reorganization. Retrofitted ScDBs can then be browsed and queried individually via their OPM views or can be assembled into a multidatabase system that can be explored using the OPM multidatabase tools.
Constructing OPM views for ScDBs is closely related to work on reverse engineering relational database schemas into schemas based on semantic or object-oriented data models (among others, [13, 17, 191) . Most reverse engineering techniques [13, 191 are based on versions of the Entity-Relationship (ER) Model [l 13 and follow an algorithmic approach where object structures are automatically inferred by analyzing relational schema patterns. These approaches are limited in their ability to distinguish tables representing classes of objects from tables representing complex attributes or relationships between objects, and rely on information, such as foreign key references, that are often missing from database definitions. Furthermore, an automatically generated object view does not necessarily match the users' perception of the underlying database.
The OPM retrofitting tool follows an iterative strategy of constructing OPM views for flat files or relational ScDBs, similar to that proposed in [22] . First, a canonical (default) OPM view is generated automatically from the underlying ScDB schema. Then this canonical OPM view can be refined using schema restructuring operations, such as renaming and/or removing classes and attributes, merging and splitting classes, adding or removing subclass relationships, defining derived classes and attributes, and so on. A mapping dictionary records information regarding the relationships between the view (OPM) constructs and their corresponding representations in the underlying database. This mapping dictionary is used to generate appropriate retrieval methods for the view attributes and classes, which are used by the OPM querying and browsing tools.
In contrast to most existing reverse engineering techniques, the retrofitting tool presented in this paper:
1. is based on a rich data model that includes constructs such as tuple attributes, set and list-valued attributes, union value classes, derived attributes and classes;
2. allows coping with poorly designed (e.g., incomplete) database schemas;
3. supports multiple customized views for the same underlying database;
4. provides the necessary infrastructure for browsing and querying the underlying database via the retrofitted views, as well as for reorganizing databases and constructing multidatabase systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly overview the Object-Protocol Model. The automatic construction of canonical OPM views and operations for restructuring OPM views are presented in section 3. Our experience with retrofitting ScDBs is discussed in section 4. Applications involving retrofitted ScDBs are briefly described in section 5. Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
The Object Protocol Model
The Object-Protocol Model (OPM) is the result of incorporating constructs for modeling scientific experiments (protocols) into an object data model [8, 91. In this paper we refer only to the object part of OPM.
The object part of OPM is similar to other semantic 115, 161 and object data models [21. Objects in OPM are uniquely identified by object identifiers (oids), and are classified into classes. Each class has a finite set of attributes associated with it. A subset of the attributes associated with an object class is specified as the extemal identifier ( I D ) Since existing experimental techniques only allow for the sequencing of DNA fragments of a few hundred nucleotides in length, combining overlapping fragments allows biologists to determine the sequences of larger regions of DNA, and eventually of the entire genome of an organism. Each contig map has properties such as c o n t ig-id representing the unique contig map identifier; p r o j e c t representing the project owning the contig map; ( e n t r y , o r i e n t a t i o n , p o s i t i o n ) representing the fragments with their positions in the contig map.
The OPM classes shown in Figure 1 are CONTIG, ENTRY, PROJECT, PERSON and STRATEGY (attributes of ample, attributes c l o n e s and owner of PROJECT are setvalued, while attributes c o n t i g -l e n g t h and p r o j e c t of CONTIG are single valued, simple attributes e n t r y , o r i e n t a t i o n and p o s i t i o n of CONTIG comprise a tuple attribute.
If the value class of an attribute is a system-provided data type (e.g., INTEGER) or a controlled class of enumerated atomic values (e.g., the controlled value class PROJECT-TYPE in Figure 1 containing four possible values), then the attribute is said to be primitive. If an attribute takes values from an object class or a union of object classes, then it is said to be abstract. Set and list-valued attributes can also be associated with cardinality constraints that define the minimum and maximum number of values ENTRY, PERSON Figure 1 , consisting of fragments whose c o n t i g -l e n g t h is greater than l 0, OOO base pdrs.
Constructing Views for Scientific Databases
In this section we describe the procedure for constructing OPM views on top of ScDBs that are defined using relational database or ASN.l notations. This procedure consists of first generating a canonical OPM view from the ScDB definition, and then refining this view using schema restructuring operations. The information regarding the mapping between OPM constructs and the native ASN.l types or relational constructs is recorded in a mapping dictionary. Different OPM views can be constructed on top of the Same database or file, each with its own mapping dictionary (see Figure 2 ).
Constructing Canonical OPM Views
The first stage of retrofitting involves automatically generating a canonical OPM view from the underlying ScDB schema definition. This stage of retrofitting currently targets ScDB schemas specified using relational database or ASN.l notations, and can be extended to cover additional notations.
Canonical OPM Views for Relational ScDBs
The relational data model provides a very simple construct for representing data structures, the relation tabular structure consisting of columns representing atomic (nondecomposable) and single-valued attributes. From the large range of constraints provided by the relational data model for expressing inner relation or inter relation data dependencies (e.g., see [18]), we consider only constraints that are supported by commercial relational DBMSs, namely:
(i) keys which ensure that a tuple in a relation is uniquely determined by some subset of its attributes; (ii) null constraints for restricting attributes to non-null values; (iii) domain constraints for restricting the range of values of an attribute; and (iv) referential integrify constraints for expressing existence dependencies between tuples by associating a foreign key in a referencing relation with the primary keys of referenced relations [ 121.
Several relations, together with a number of relational constraints, are usually needed for representing a single class of objects: a class with only simple, single-valued attributes can be represented using a single relation: however, representing an object class with set or list-valued attributes may require using additiclnd auxiliary relations. Object identzjers (surrogate key values) can be used for associating tuples in different tables that represent data regarding the same conceptual object. In general, an object class can be represented by one primary relation, representing the single valued attributes of the class, and an auxiliary relation for each set or list-valued attribute of the class, with object identifiers used as primary keys for the primary if the definition of A j embeds the definition of a type Tk, then T k is first mapped into an (auxiliary) OPM class before the steps described above are followed for mapping Aj .
Refining OPM Views
The second stage of retrofitting involves iteratively refining the canonical OPM view using OPM schema restructuring operations. Refining an OPM view only results in changes to the OPM view definition and the corresponding changes in the mapping dictionary, and has no effect on the underlying (relational or ASN.l) ScDB (see Figure 2) . This is very important since often the underlying database cannot be changed, for example, in order to preserve existing applications. 
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Modifring attribute constraints. The cardinality constraint associated with an OPM attribute can be modified. Similarly, the default value of an OPM attribute that is used for representing its null values can be changed.
Changing the value class of an attribute. The value class of an attribute can be changed and may entail a change of the attribute type such as from a primitive attribute to an abstract attribute.
Adding and removing derived attributes. Derived attributes can be added to, or removed from, a class. The procedures implementing the retrieval methods for derived attributes are automatically generated from the attribute derivations.
Manipulating classes. tions involving classes include:
OPM schema restructuring opera-1. Renaming classes.
2.
Changing the type of classes, where the type of a class can be object, protocol, namedprim'tive or controlled value class. These operations can be applied sequentially in order to construct conceptually meaningful classes out of the simple translations of underlying schema found in the canonical OPM view. Figure 3 shows the modification of an OPM view constructed for GSDB using the OPM retrofitting tool, via a Java based user interface: the upper-left and lower-left hand side windows show the attributes for classes F e a t u r e and Feat u re-t r a n s 1 a t i o n s , respectively, belonging to the canonical OPM view generated for the relational GSDB definition; the right-hand side window shows the result of converting class F e a t u r e -t r a n s l a t i o n s into tuple attribute t r a n s l a t i o n s of F e a t u r e , using the Merge C l a s s retrofitting operation implemented via the lower-right hand side window, followed by the deletion of attributes -aid and -oid of class F e a t u r e -t r a n s l a t ions.
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Adding and removing classes.
Documenting and Querying via OPM Views
ScDBs that have an OPM view can be documented, browsed and queried using Web based OPM tools [7] . Thus, the OPM view of an ScDB can be explored graphically on the Web using the OPM schema browser in the same way as shown in Figure 1 . Further, the OPM view of an ScDB can be used for documenting the ScDB in a variety of notations (including the native notation used for defining the ScDB) and formats (such as diagrams, LaTeX documents, etc). For one or several ScDBs with OPM views, a Database Directory and Schema Library documenting the ScDBs can be ScDBs with OPM views can be queried using Web based OPM tools. These tools allow specifying query (tree) structures in a graphical way, and then dynamically generating Web forms for specifying query conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Queries over an OPM view are specified in the OPM query language (OPM-QL), an object-oriented query language similar to the ODMG standard, but with extensions supporting the unique features of OPM. OPM queries are evaluated using OPM query translators which map OPM-QL queries into queries specified in the query language of the underlying DBMS [5] . The mapping dictionary which is constructed during the retrofitting process, drives the OPM query translation and is used to determine the correspondence between constructs in the OPM view and the underlying ScDB constructs.
For ScDBs developed using a relational DBMS, such as Sybase or Oracle, an OPM query is translated into one or more queries expressed in the variant of SQL supported by the underlying DBMS, and subsequently the result of these SQL queries is converted into OPM objects. This conversion is also driven by the mapping directory.
For ScDBs represented using flat files, the OPM-QL translation depends on the access utilities provided for the ScDBs, and in general only a subset of OPM-QL can be translated. Further data processing is possible by using local query engines such as that of the OPM multidatabase query system (see section 5.1).
Retrofitting ScDBs: Case Studies
We discuss in this section our experience with retrofitting two major archival DNA sequence ScDBs, the Genome Sequence Database (GSDB) and Genbank, as part of our effort of constructing a federation of molecular biology ScDBs that will include the Genome Database (GDB), GSDB, the Protein Data Bank (PDB), and Genbank. GDB and PDB are implemented using OPM and the OPM tools, and therefore these ScDBs have native OPM schemas.
Retrofitting GSDB
The Genome Sequence Database (GSDB) at the National Center for Genome Resources, Santa Fe, is implemented using the Sybase relational DBMS. GSDB users are allowed read-only access through relational views. One view is defined on top of each relational table in order to restrict access to entries according to specific user permissions. Updates to GSDB are carried out through special data submission forms.
The OPM view of GSDB has been built on top of the relational views provided for public access. Accordingly, each GSDB relational view has been mapped to an object class in the canonical OPM view. Each GSDB relation or view is associated with an i d attribute that has been mapped to the object identifier attribute of the corresponding OPM class. Pnimary and foreign key references are de fined for GSDB relations, but not for the relational views. GSDB schema documentation is available on the Web as a postscript document.
The process of retrofitting GSDB with an OPM view consisted of the following steps:
1. The GSDB view definitions were expanded with primary and foreign key definitions. These definitions were based on the key definitions of the underlying tables and/or deduced from the schema documentation.
2.
The canonical OPM view was generated from the GSDB relational tables and views.
3.
Classes representing GSDB tables with restricted access were removed from the OPM view.
4. The conceptual objects modeled by GSDB, such as sequences, features, and genes, were identified.
Some tables in GSDB represent such constructs, while other tables represent connections between objects or specializations of objects. Identifying the conceptual objects required studying the GSDB documentation, as well as the relational database definitions.
5.
OPM constructs corresponding to GSDB attributes and tables that had administrative purposes rather representing application-specific concepts were also removed from the OPM view.
6. Some OPM classes were converted to attributes. These classes corresponded to relational tables or views representing set or list-valued attributes. Converting classes to attributes involved renaming and deleting attributes, merging classes, and in some cases converting tuple attributes into simple attributes.
7. Subclass (ISA) relationships were added to the OPM view. Some GSDB tables and views represent specializations of objects. Identifying such specializations required examining the GSDB documentation and relational definitions.
8.
Related attributes were identified and grouped into tuple attributes. For example baseseq-start and baseqend attributes, representing the cytogenetic position of a base sequence, were grouped into a tuple attribute buseseq with component attributes sturr and end.
9.
Finally derived attributes were added to the OPM view. Most derived attributes consisted of compositions or inverses of other OPM attributes that were considered useful in exploring GSDB.
The retrofitting tool accepts restructuring commands either entered interactively or read from a script file. Because of the frequent revisions to the GSDB schema and refinements of the OPM views, the restructuring commands were recorded in a script file. This allowed editing the script file using a text editor and re-running the retrofitting process in order to generate a new OPM view whenever the underlying relational database changed or the OPM view was refined, for example by adding new derived attributes or classes.
The retrofitted OPM view for GSDB is available at http://gizmo.lbl.gov/jopmDemo/gsdblO.html, where it can be examined using the graphical OPM schema browser and queried using the OPM Web query tools. The OPM view documentation for GSDB has been included into a Molecular Biology Database Directory, that also includes Genbank, available on the Web at http://gizmo.lbl.gov/DM-XIOLS/OPMFLBD/Ml.
GSDB can be accessed via a Web form that allows searching on a limited (approx. 20) number of fields (attrib~tes).~ Using the OPM view for GSDB, one can construct queries involving any attribute that has a corresponding OPM representation. the upper-side window shows the construction of a query tree containing attributes selected from the attibutes associated with classes Feature, Gene, and Sequence; the lower-side window shows a dynamically generated Web query form containing the leaf attributes of the query tree, that can be used for specifying conditions and query submission.
Note that the performance of queries over retrofitted relational ScDBs may be limited by a number of factors, intools can use only indexes already defined for the underlying database. In the case of GSDB, certain important attributes are not indexed, leading to substantial performance differences for seemingly similar queries.
Further, in order to get good query performance, reliable query access to the underlying database is needed. Public query access to GSDB was found to be inconsistent, with great differences in the time required for evaluating identical queries, queries frequently becoming deadlocked, and sometimes even terminated after considerable delays.
cluding the availability of indexes on various attributes and accessibility of the database server. In the case of native OPM ScDBs, the OPM tools automatically generate the index definitions needed for efficiently processing objectoriented queries. Retrofitted ScDBs, on the other hand, cannot be usually modified, and therefore the OPM query
4*2* Retrofitting Genbank
The Genbank DNA sequence repository at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is a file formatted using ASN.l [21] . The process of retrofitting Gen-bank with an OPM view consisted of the following steps: 
Applications
An ScDB retrofitted with an OPM view can be (1) documented using OPM schema documentation tools, (2) browsed and queried using OPM query translators and interfaces, (3) incorporated into a federation of ScDBs with (native or retrofitted) OPM views: and (4) reorganized. Documenting and querying ScDBs that have OPM views has been discussed in the previous two sections. In this section we briefly describe the remaining applications for ScDBs with OPM views.
The OPM Multidatabase Query System
The OPM multidatabase query tools [6] provide facilities for querying multiple heterogeneous ScDBs that have a native OPM schema (developed with the OPM tools), or a retrofitted OPM view. The OPM multidatabase query processor executes multidatabase queries by splitting them into single database subqueries, which are processed using the OPM query translators, and then performing local data processing and computation in order to combine the data resulting from the individual subqueries.
Since the query facilities supported by a particular DBMS or flat-file access system will determine the subset of the OPM-QL implemented by an OPM query translator, the multidatabase query system generates single-database subqueries dependent on the target DBMS and translator used, and performs local computation on the data retrieved in order to supplement the subset of OPM-QL supported. This capability can be also used in single-database mode in order to provide more general and flexible query facilities for systems such as ASN.l/Entrez which provide only limited query support.
Our approach to querying heterogeneous databases has similarities with the approach followed by Kleisli [4]: both approaches provide a single query language for querying ScDBs implemented using a variety of DBMSs. However, Kleisli is a purely value-based system and does not support any concept of schemas. Accordingly, Kleisli does not provide support in either formulating queries or interpreting their results: in order to use Kleisli to construct multidatabase queries, a programmer must have expert knowledge of each database involved in the query, its semantics, its data model and its native DBMS, as well as of CPL, the query language implemented by Kleisli.
We believe that providing an efficient, extensible mechanism for evaluating multidatabase queries is not in itself sufficient, and in addition it is necessary to provide support for exploring and documenting multiple heterogeneous ScDBs via a uniform model and interface, and to aid nonexpert users in formulating multidatabase queries. Our approach requires an initial investment of time and effort in developing OPM views for ScDBs, but subsequently these views allow users to examine and construct complex queries across ScDBs.
Database Verification and Reorganization
An OPM view of an ScDB whose constraints have not been fully specified? can be used for generating these constraints and/or for verifying whether the data in the ScDB satisfies the constraints entailed by the OPM view, Thus, the OPM Schema Translator generates both the DBMS integrity constraints and procedures required for maintaining the constraints expressed in the OPM view, as well as verification procedures that can be applied on an entire database for verifying whether it complies with the constraints entailed by the OPM view. These procedures detect all instances in the underlying database (i.e., the database subset) that are consistent with the OPM view.
'We encountered several production scientific and non-scientific databases with partial or no referential integrity constraint specifications.
An OPM view can be also employed for physically reorganizing an existing database. If a database is considered to represent inadequately the objects in the underlying application, or a database is scheduled to have a major revision, the OPM view for this database can be restructured and employed toforward engineer a new database. The OPM Schema Translator can then generate the specifications for this new database from the restructured OPM schema. During this process, the OPM Schema Translator generates a new mapping dictionary representing the correspondence between the OPM schema and the new database. The old and new mapping dictionaries can then be used for generating conversion procedures between the old and new versions of the database. A procedure following such a strategy has been applied recently for converting GDB 5 to GDB 6.
Concluding Remarks
We have described the procedure underlying a retrofitting tool that can be used for constructing and maintaining views for scientific databases (ScDBs), expressed using the Object-Protocol Model (OPM). The retrofitting tool generates a mapping dictionary that records the mapping information between the OPM views and the underlying ScDBs. The OPM view can be used for browsing and querying the underlying ScDB, for example with Web based OPM query tools, for constructing multidatabase systems, and for reorganizing ScDBs.
The retrofitting tool has been implemented as part of the OPM data management toolkit and has been employed to construct OPM views for several ScDBs, such as GSDB 1 .07 and Genbank. The constructed OPM views have been subsequently used for constructing an OPM-based database federation consisting of GDB, PDB, Genbank and GSDB.
We plan to extend the retrofitting tool with richer and more powerful schema restructuring facilities and to support additional notations and DBMSs. We also intend to develop OPM schema evolution tools for reorganizing databases and specifying transformations between preexisting OPM schemas. The major difference between schema retrofitting and schema evolution is that the former only involves changes to the view definition and the corresponding mapping dictionary but has no effects on the underlying database, and the latter involves physical changes to the underlying database structure and data.
